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MPRT CLUE/MVR/ADD Reconciliation ‘Tip Sheet’  (May 2013) 
Note: References to producer generically means either the producer or the Chubb 
Customer Service Center processing the policy on behalf of the producer 

 
As part of the CLUE/MVR/ADD @ quote project, Chubb introduced many long 
awaited system enhancements to the MPRT quoting and issuance process. 
Please see the glossary at the end of this document for additional information. 

 
CLUE/MVR/ADD Process Overview: Order at Quote 

 
1)  The quote is initially calculated based on disclosed policy, loss and violation 

information. 
 
2)  Select producers have the option to order Consumer Reports at quote. After 

selecting ‘Rate Policy’ the Premium Summary screen has a new button to 
‘Order Reports’ if the transaction requires any CLUE/A.D.D./MVR reports. 
If the quoted premium is acceptable, the producer may choose to select 
‘Order Reports’. (If producer doesn’t choose to order reports and chooses to 
issue the quote, reports will be ordered automatically prior to issuance.) 

 
3)  Upon clicking ‘Order Reports’ a new screen will appear entitled ‘Consumer 

Disclosure’. To continue to order reports, the producer must acknowledge 
his/her responsibility to process the required Consumer Disclosure forms with 
the insured by checking ‘Yes’ to Accept and then selecting ‘OK’.   (Accept is 
pre-selected as ‘Yes’) 

 
  The Agent Connection portal has been updated to include all of the 

current versions of the Consumer Disclosure Forms applicable for CLUE 
Home, CLUE Auto, A.D.D. and MVR reports. 

 
4)  Upon selection of ‘OK’ from the Consumer Disclosure screen, a new screen 

will appear which tracks the progress of the system saving the policy and 
ordering/receiving/reconciling the CLUE/ A.D.D./MVR reports. Losses and 
violations are updated on the policy as appropriate. 

 
5)  A new screen displays a Summary of the CLUE/A.D.D./MVR report results. 

a.  This screen identifies which losses, violations and drivers are 
‘Included’ or listed on the policy. 

b.  It identifies which report results the producer must reconcile. 
c.  If the system automatically included or updated loss or violation 

information, and this resulted in a premium difference, the difference 
amount is displayed 

 
6)  The producer may continue quoting, however, any outstanding reconciliation 

must be done before issue can be completed. 
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7)  If at any time the producer decides that the quote is not acceptable to the 
customer, the producer may opt to abandon the quote.   

 
 
 
CLUE/MVR/ADD Process Overview: Order at Issue 

 
1)  The quote is calculated based on disclosed policy, loss and violation 

information. 
 
2)  If ‘Issue Policy’ and then ‘Save and Issue’ is selected, the system will 

automatically process any required CLUE/A.D.D./MVR reports. 
 
3)  Upon selection of ‘Issue Policy’ and then ‘Save and Issue’ a new screen will 

appear entitled ‘Consumer Disclosure’. To continue to order reports and 
issue the policy, the producer must acknowledge his/her responsibility to 
process the required Consumer Disclosure forms with the insured by 
checking ‘Yes’ to Accept and then selecting ‘OK’. (Accept is pre-selected as 
‘Yes’) 

 
  The Agent Connection portal has been updated to include all of the 

current versions of the Consumer Disclosure Forms applicable for CLUE 
Home, CLUE Auto, A.D.D. and MVR reports. 

 
4)  Upon selection of ‘OK’ from the Consumer Disclosure screen, a new screen 

will display which tracks the progress of the system saving the policy and 
ordering/receiving/reconciling the CLUE/ A.D.D./MVR reports. Losses and 
violations are updated on the policy as appropriate. 

 
5)  If the system automatically included or updated loss or violation information 

and this resulted in a premium difference, a new screen, the Consumer 
Report Summary’, will display.  This screen will also display if the reports 
returned any items that require producer reconciliation. 

 
If the system automatically reconciled all of the report activity and there is no 
premium difference impact, issuance will continue as usual. The Consumer 
Report Summary screen will not be presented. 

 
6)  The new Consumer Reports Summary screen displays a Summary of the 

CLUE/A.D.D./MVR report results. 
a.  This screen identifies which losses, violations and drivers are 

‘Included’ or listed on the policy. 
b.  It identifies which report results the producer must reconcile. 
c.  If the system automatically included or updated loss or violation 

information, and this resulted in a premium difference, the difference 
amount is displayed 
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7)  Any outstanding reconciliation must be done before issuance can be 
completed. 

 
8)  After reviewing the Consumer Reports Summary Screen and 

completing reconciliation, select ‘Issue Policy’ and then ‘Save and 
Issue’ to complete issuance.   

 
How to Reconcile: 
1) The new screen, Consumer Report Summary, is divided into 3 parts: 

a.  Top container:  is a list of all losses, violations and drivers either 
disclosed on the policy or returned from CLUE/A.D.D./MVR. For each 
list item a status displays such as ‘Included’ which means the item is 
listed on the policy or ‘Must Reconcile’ to indicate the producer must 
make a reconciliation decision. If reports return as ‘Clear’ (no activity) 
or items are reconciled as ‘Excluded’ they will appear lower in the list. 

b.  Bottom Container: When an item is selected from the top container, 
its corresponding detail is displayed in the bottom container. For 
example, if a ‘Must Reconcile’ CLUE Auto loss is selected from the top 
container, the bottom container lists all of the information available 
from the CLUE Auto report. Scroll down to see the complete detail. 

c.  Action Buttons: Based on the item selected from the Top Container, 
the possible actions available to the producer will be enabled.  For 
example, a ‘Must Reconcile’ CLUE Auto claim will have the option for 
the producer to reconcile as ‘Include’ to add the loss to the policy or 
‘Exclude’ the loss.  Another example, a ‘Must Reconcile’ A.D.D. 
reported driver will have the option to select ‘Include as Permit Driver’, 
‘Include’ (as licensed driver) or ‘Exclude’. 

 
2)  When an item has a status of ‘Must Reconcile’ the producer must make a 

reconciliation decision before issuance. The producer can continue to quote 
the policy with ‘Must Reconcile’ item but issuance will be blocked until a 
decision is made to ‘Include’ or ‘Exclude’ the CLUE loss or A.D.D. driver 
before issuance. 

 
3)  When an item is reconciled as ‘Excluded’ a new screen, the Exclude Reason 

screen, appears.  For example, the producer may select ‘Driver is Not in 
Household’ as the reason for excluding an A.D.D. driver.  An exclude reason 
must be selected before issuance for items reconciled as ‘Exclude’. 

 
4)  After completing review and reconciliation, use any of the top or side menu 

bars in Masterpiece Real-time to continue quoting or issuing the policy. (For 
example select ‘Rate Policy’ to get the premium quote) 

 
5)  Based on changes to the quote, new reports may be required.  For example, 

if a driver from A.D.D. is included, the next time ‘Rate Policy’ is selected, the 
‘Order Reports’ option will appear again if the A.D.D. driver needs an MVR 
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report. If not ordered at quote, the system will automatically order the needed 
reports at ‘Save and Issue’. 

 
6)  At any time during the quote the producer can return to the Consumer Report 

Summary screen by either 
 

a.  Selecting ‘Rate Policy’ and then ‘View Reports’ from the Premium 
Summary screen 

b.  Selecting ‘Consumer Reports’ from the right side menu 
 
 
 
Reconciliation Tips: 
1)  To avoid getting unrelated reported CLUE Home losses on a multiple unit 

dwelling (Condo, Co-op or Renter) be sure to enter the residence address 
with the proper unit/apartment designator recognized by the US Postal 
Service.  Here is a guide for entries: 

 
 

• Designator Abbreviations: 
o Apartment = APT 
o Building = BLDG 
o Floor = FL 
o Penthouse = PH 
o Room = RM 
o Suite = STE 
o Unit = UNIT 

 
• Include the designator abbreviation, don’t just use the number 
• Place the unit designation after the street address 
• Leave a space after the street address before entering the designator 
• Leave a space between the designator and number or letter 
• Don’t hyphenate between the street address and the designator 

 
Example: 1 Main Street APT 2 

 
• If there is no designator word, and the location is just identified by a 

number, use the # sign with a space 
 
Example: 1 Main Street # 23 

 

 
2)  To avoid having to reconcile reported losses and drivers more than once, as 

much as possible, complete the quote entry to include all intended homes, 
vehicles and drivers before ordering reports for the first time.  Be sure driver 
and address information is accurate before ordering reports for the first time. 

 
3)  Process any ‘Must Reconcile’ A.D.D. drivers first.  There may be ‘Must 

Reconcile’ CLUE Auto losses that apply to these drivers. 
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4)  If an MVR returns a ‘No-Hit’ or ‘Reject’ response for a driver, select ‘Update’ 

from the Consumer Report Summary view to go to the ‘Enter Driver 
Information’ screen and verify the full name, date of birth and driver license 
state and number are accurate.  Correct the information if applicable.  Re-rate 
the policy to get the option to ‘Order Report’ (or Issue the policy) to have a 
new MVR order placed for the corrected driver.  If the information is accurate 
but still returns a No-Hit or Reject, select ‘Driver Verified’ action from the 
Consumer Report Summary view and the policy can be issued and will refer 
to the CLUE Unit. (For example, a diplomat will always return a No-Hit MVR) 

 
5)  If an MVR returns an Invalid Driver License Status, issuance of a policy will 

be blocked. Edit messages will direct you to contact your underwriter when 
needed. 

 
6)  Occasionally the CLUE/A.D.D./MVR reports may be slow to return in real- 

time. When this happens, you will see a new screen that has the option to ‘try 
again now’ or ‘save and close to try again later’ or ‘continue with issue’ (if you 
were issuing the policy). 

 
If you select ‘try again now’, the system will try again to get the report response. 
This retry gives a second chance to wait for the report to return and this may be 
enough extra time so that the report is now available.  (This option will not appear 
for MVR orders that will take at least overnight, for example orders for  HI, AK or 
CA) 

 
If you select ‘save and close’ to try later, the next time the policy is opened, 
select ‘Rate Policy’ then select ‘View Reports’ which will automatically try to 
process any previously pending reports. 

 
If  ‘continue with issue’ is selected, the policy will be issued without reports. 
Referral to Underwriter and/or CLUE Unit may apply. 

 
7)  It’s possible a vehicle or home loss entered in Masterpiece Real-Time doesn’t 

match sufficiently for the system to merge your entry with a returned CLUE 
loss. In this case, two separate losses may be listed where only one loss 
should be included. To reconcile these duplicate losses: 

 
• On the Consumer Report Summary Screen select both losses to compare 

their information side-by-side to confirm the two losses are really the same 
occurrence 

 
• To select two losses from the top list container (this direction is also 

available on the screen as hover help): 
“Click on the first item, so it is highlighted. 
Hold down the CTRL key.  Click on the second item you want to highlight.” 
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• When two losses are selected that qualify as ‘duplicates’, the ‘Exclude’ 

action button will be enabled and when selected, the two losses will be 
merged into a single loss after selecting ‘OK’ from the Exclude Reason 
screen. The CLUE Loss information prevails and will be posted to 
Masterpiece Real-Time (date of loss, amount paid, claim types, etc.) but 
the loss description entered will remain. 

 
• Losses that qualify as duplicate pairs are: 

o CLUE Auto loss with a Masterpiece Real-time Auto Loss 
o CLUE Home loss with a Masterpiece Real-time Home Loss 
o CLUE Auto loss with an MVR reported accident 
o MVR reported accident with a Masterpiece Real-time Auto Loss 

 
 
 
8)  Before ordering CLUE Auto or MVR reports, the driver license number 

entered must meet the expected format for the driver license state. Today, 
the system edits for the format before the policy can be issued. This edit will 
now also apply before ordering reports at Quote. 
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Glossary 
 
Acronym/Term 

 
Description 

A.D.D.: 
Additional Driver 
Discovery 

This report returns all household members/drivers known to 
LexisNexis that are deemed by LexisNexis to be related or 
possibly related to the Chubb policy information submitted on 
the order request. 

CLUE: 
Comprehensive 
Loss Underwriting 
Exchange 

In exchange for reporting Chubb loss history to LexisNexis, 
Chubb has access to the LexisNexis repository of loss history 
submitted by all participating carriers.  Chubb submits Auto 
and Home claims, which entitles us to order CLUE Auto and 
CLUE Property consumer reports. 

CLUE Auto This report returns all vehicle claims known to LexisNexis that 
are deemed by LexisNexis to be related or possibly related to 
the Chubb policy information submitted on the order request. 

CLUE Auto 
‘Matching’ 

CLUE Auto losses can be returned from LexisNexis that match 
partially to information from a quote - E.G. an address, license 
number, name, vehicle operator (subject), vehicle - but not to 
all information. These results typically require producer 
reconciliation to determine if they pertain to the quote. 

 
CLUE Auto losses that do meet all of the matching criteria will 
be reconciled by the system. A CLUE Auto loss that matches 
to a loss entered in Masterpiece Real-Time is merged as one 
item. If not matched to a loss entered in Masterpiece Real- 
Time, a CLUE Auto loss that matches to a vehicle operator on 
the policy is added to the policy. 

CLUE Home This report returns all home claims known to LexisNexis that 
are deemed by LexisNexis to be related or possibly related to 
the Chubb policy information submitted on the order request. 
The terms CLUE Home and CLUE Property are used 
interchangeably. 

CLUE Home 
‘Matching’ 

CLUE Home losses are categorized as: 
• Risk Full: Matches the risk address & policy holder 
• Risk Limited: Matches the risk address only 
• Subject: Matches the policyholder only 

 
Typically the risk limited & subject losses require producer 
reconciliation to determine if they pertain to the quote. 

 
CLUE Home losses that do meet all of the matching criteria will 
be reconciled by the system. A CLUE Home loss that matches 
to a loss entered in Masterpiece Real-Time is merged as one 
item. If not matched to a loss entered in Masterpiece Real- 
Time, A CLUE Home risk full loss is added to the policy. 
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Credit Report This report returns credit score information known to 
LexisNexis.  Currently ordered on qualifying policies; the report 
is ordered in real-time during quoting. The CLUE/A.D.D./MVR 
project is not changing the processing for Credit. 

Disclosure This is the ability given to the producer to enter losses and 
violations during the quoting process before reports are 
ordered to get an accurate price to assess if Chubb premium 
quote is competitive prior to ordering reports. 

DPPA Driver’s Privacy Protection Act; law enacted to protect the 
privacy of personal information assembled by State 
Department of Motor Vehicles (DMVs).  Use of A.D.D. and 
MVR reports are governed by DPPA. 

FCRA Fair Credit Reporting Act; federal law that regulates the 
collection, dissemination, and use of consumer information, 
including consumer credit information. Use of CLUE and MVR 
reports are governed by FCRA. 

Invalid Driver’s 
License Status 

LexisNexis returns a No-Hit or Reject: 
LexisNexis is unable to get a response from the DMV for the 
driver name, date of birth, license number submitted on the 
MVR order.  Verify driver information is correct.  If incorrect, 
update driver to the correct information.   If issued with a No- 
Hit or Reject, it refers to CLUE Unit 

 
LexisNexis returns Deceased, No Valid License, Expired, 
Cancelled, Denied, ID Only, Suspended, Revoked or 
Disqualified: 
9)  Verify driver information is correct. (For example, if the 

driver has moved and changed their license state, correct 
the driver so it has the current information.) If still in 

10)valid, issuance of a policy will be blocked. Edit messages 
will direct you to contact your underwriter when needed. 

LexisNexis 
(formerly 
ChoicePoint): 

Vendor Chubb uses to order Consumer Reports; Chubb orders 
the following reports from LexisNexis: Credit, CLUE Home, 
CLUE Auto, Additional Driver Discovery, MVR 

Motor Vehicle 
Record 
(MVR) 

This report returns the motor vehicle record for the driver 
information submitted on the order request. LexisNexis is the 
third party provider; the original source of information is the 
state Department of Motor Vehicles. 

 
In most cases the MVR reports are available ‘real time’ 
(returned right away at the time the order is placed). 

 
However, MVR reports may not be available right away 
depending on the state and availability of the Department of 
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 Motor Vehicle systems. The states of Hawaii, Alaska and 
California are never available in real-time.  In these states the 
report will not be back until overnight or longer depending on 
the state response time.  Occasionally states that are typically 
available in ‘real-time’ will not be available due to the state 
DMV systems being down. These are typically available the 
next business day. 

Reconciliation System Reconciliation: 
The quote will be initially calculated based on disclosed policy, 
loss and violation information. The option to order the MVR, 
CLUE Automobile and A.D.D. reports will be presented only 
after the producer receives the initial quote. Upon ordering 
reports, in most cases, loss and violation information 
discovered by the reports which differs from any disclosed 
information will be reconciled by the system. This means that 
loss and violation information is updated on the policy based 
on the information returned from the CLUE and MVR reports. 

 
Producer Reconciliation: 
Producer completes any reconciliation of CLUE Home, CLUE 
Auto and Additional Driver Discovery.  Items that require a 
decision from the producer are marked as ‘Must Reconcile’. 
The producer is required to make a decision to ‘Include’ the 
loss or driver on the policy or ‘Exclude’ the loss or driver from 
the policy. 

 
Violations reported on the MVR driving record are always 
automatically applied and there is no option for the producer to 
dispute these. On the other hand, the producer will always 
need to reconcile A.D.D. reported drivers. 

 
Producers must also reconcile a No-Hit or Reject response on 
the MVR. 

 


